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The project Transferium Almere 2.0 was developed in two separate but 
tightly connected stages - the networked urban solution and wind 
informed geometry of main Transferium volumes. The wind impact was 
consulted with members of the Wind Group on TU Delft. 

TheThe research into wind systems tries to cover unexplored territories in 
building integrated wind energy systems and implements new 
computational tools. The transferium roof is designed to maximize 
energy gain from wind, protect the building, control indoor climate, 
adapt to changing conditions and promote free wind energy with 
wind-driven exterior lightning. 

TheThe set of design rules is based on initial CFD simulations. The form is 
optimized with genetic alghoritms and tested again for the best possible 
result. 

Tutors:   Dr. N.M. Biloria, Dr. H.H.Bier
Year:   2011/2012
Type:   graduation project
Grade:   10 + Cum Laude
Consultant:Lorenzo Lignarolo, Wind group TU Delft
Highlights: wind-based design, genetic alghoritms, 
        CFD simulations, form optimization

PROGRESSIVE WIND DESIGN
smart sustainable architectureswarm - based  wind - shaped TRANSFERIUM ALMERE 2.0
Vladimír OndejčíkPORTFOLIO    



A reactive prototype was built to test a 
secondary responsive skin of the 
Transferium graduation project. The 
prototype, in scale 1:10, consists of a wall 
and roof section. The wall section tests  
the assembly logic of a universal 
mass-customized component. The 
double-skindouble-skin roof tests behaviour of moving 
roof components and is constructed with 
11 customized pistons, mounted on 11 
servos. All servos are synchronized with 2 
Arduino boards connected to a 
Grasshopper interface.

All components are unique and tagged for 
easy assembly. CNC fabrication methods 
(laser cutting, 2 1/2D milling) allow all 
parts to be assembled glue-less, using 
only friction forces in joints. 

Tutors:   Dr. N.M. Biloria, Dr. H.H.Bier
Year:   2011/2012
Type:   graduation project
Grade:   10 + Cum Laude
Scale:   1:10
Highlights: 11 servos, 2 arduinos, 
        CNC fabricated parts

smart sustainable architectureswarm - based  wind - shaped 

PROTOTYPE
TRANSFERIUM ALMERE 2.0

Vladimír OndejčíkVladimír Ondejčík
swarm - based  wind - shaped 
Vladimír OndejčíkPORTFOLIO    

1. CNC wall parts 2. CNC joints and servos

3. Assembly - wall 4. Assembly - roof

5. roof detailing6. custom made piston 6. arduino boards



The urban solution is reflexing changes needed 
in development of new cities’ extensions. The 
current master plans from Almere Pampus area 
served as informational base for new networked 
system that is capable of changes in real time, as 
this lacks in all current masterplans.  

TheThe result is swarm based active system that 
operates on functional level of urban 
development. The created platform doesn’t 
operate on level of physical volume, but 
containes all information needed for developing 
final master plan for new area.

RealReal time connection allowes also unique 
possibility, where planned building can react and 
create rules in  masterplan in the same time.

The system is based on general rules, and can 
be theoretically used for any city extension.

Tutors:   Dr. N.M. Biloria, Dr. H.H.Bier
Year:   2011/2012
Type:   graduation project
Grade:   10 + Cum Laude
Highlights: swarm intelligence, realtime

smart sustainable architectureswarm   based   wind  shaped 

DYNAMIC MASTER PLAN TOOL
TRANSFERIUM ALMERE 2.0

Vladimír OndejčíkVladimír Ondejčík
swarm   based   wind  shaped 
Vladimír OndejčíkPORTFOLIO    
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... Brings sun to the people ...
TheThe responsive roof is developing an user 
friendly smart green architecture for the countries 
with a lot of raining. Roof open panels when an 
user is located under sun spot, letting him enjoy 
piece of sun while waiting for train. Rest of the 
panels are real-time orienting themselves 
perpendicular towards sun to maximize energy 
gain.gain.

Top viewSide view

07:00 08:00 09:00 10:00 11:00

12:00 13:00 14:00 15:00 16:00

sun/clouds simulation

available sun particles

closed panels

open panels

transiting panels

users

platformsplatforms

train tracks

need and availability - sun line

Tutors:   Dr. N.M. Biloria, Dr. H.H.Bier
Year:   2011/2012
Team:   F. van Brunschot, S. de Haan, V. Ondejcik
Highlights: swarm inteligence, parametric design

smart sustainable architecture
PARAMETRIC RESPONSIVE ROOF

Vladimír OndejčíkPORTFOLIO    
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The interactive lightning element is created to 
enhance interior quality with light and shadows. The 
element consists of two bodies. Amount of light 
emitted and visual aspects of shadows are controlled 
by positioning of these two bodies. The final shape of 
bodies are generated and optimized with 
environmental analysis in Ecotect and Grasshopper.

Tutors:   G. Nascimento, R. Palfy
Year:   2011/2012
Type:   academic project
Team:   F. van Brunschot, S. de Haan, V. Ondejcik
Highlights: Environmental analysis, Parametric design

INTERACTIVE LIGHTNING ELEMENT

Ecotect analysis of shading and direct lightning

Fabrication detailing grasshopper fabrication detailing laser cut layout

Vladimír OndejčíkPORTFOLIO    



Tutors:   Winy Maas, Felix Madrazo, Alexander Sverdlov
Year:   2010/2011
Type:   Academic project
Highlights: Voted for most popular project in the studio

HANGING ANARCHY

Vladimír OndejčíkPORTFOLIO    

LivingHarbour

How it gets energy? How it works?
Systematic bottom up growth to one milion inhabitans

How much it consume and produce?

Public spaces
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Act I: Absence

10.00 o'clock,
scheduled tele-conferencing with the manufacturer. 
11.00 o'clock,
e-mailing  boss with meeting updates
12 o'clock,
meeting up with the art-director in the museumpark.meeting up with the art-director in the museumpark.

Calling ... 
no connection...
Am I getting any signal in the park?

Emailing...
Network not available...
What is wrong with this park?! 
........

.....

Act II: The Telephone

The sun shines brightly, 
The gleaming sea of green from below is 
mesmerizing.
I don't remember when I was in the park last time,
It has been so long.

I want to feel the grass again between my toes, I want to feel the grass again between my toes, 
if only,
I could do that again.
a cup, 
a string, leading from the cup
to the park.
a talking cup.

FloweFlower,

Act III. The Portal

We have picnic at the park every sunday,
Today, we have spread out blankets in front of the 
Arnhem screen.

The grass is getting wet,
rain is drizzling down in the other park, in Arnhem,
It pitters and patters,It pitters and patters,
the plash caught on the tip of my toe.

My college friend!
He looks just like he was 20 years ago,
His brown terrier seems to like the rain,
and it is sniffing towards this side of the screen...

Dad is talking to the man with the dog
I'd rather go exploring, go chasing after squirrlesI'd rather go exploring, go chasing after squirrles
I like coming to the park with mon and dad
There are always so much room for me to run ...

Act: IV. The Dream Maker

The rain starts to pour down,
everything looks grey,
and empty.

I feel lonely, I miss my family...
I wish I could talk to my mother...
but she is so far awabut she is so far away...

If I could only forget what day it is,
and what job I have, 
what time it is, 
and what life I live. 

If only I could travel,  
to a different world. ....

5. The Shifter
  
I live in the museumpark...

I feel hippop running through my veins
I hear the colors of the plants sing
There is a tingle in my head, and it tastes like 
grandma's applepiegrandma's applepie

It has been five seconds
five days,
or five years,
I cannot say.

The music, the color and the apple pie,
they only lasted for a while,
but they also lingered for an eternity ....but they also lingered for an eternity ....

Year:   2010/2011
Jury:   sir Peter Cook, Neil Leach, Deborah Hauptmann 
Tutors:   Matthias Boettger, Ekim Tan, Christina Ampatzidou
Team:   M. Kempenaar, S. Bogaers, E. Senoglu, K. Chung
    V.Ondejcik, J.Paredes, G.S.Raluca, J.A.H. Hodges 

COLLAGE
INDESEM 2011 WORKSHOP

Vladimír OndejčíkPORTFOLIO    



...new social interaction for friendly 
world....

BaseBase on 2 elements, interactive dis-
play floor over town squares  and 
camera system recognizing people, 
the Gate recognize types of people 
passing or playing over its area, 
from sitting group of locals on the 
bench located on the edge of Gate 
throughthrough hurrying people to work up 
to lost  tourist standing in the middle 
and reading the map. 

 All these are projected into system 
and on Interactive floor under them 
as a dots and system generates 
possible connections and offers ac-
tions how to interact, all projected 
under your fees...

...do you want to say Hello to person 
passing on other side? or to person 
wearing same colour jacket in Other 
Square in Other city ? 

Year:   2010/2011
Type:   Competition

Highlights: One of 70 winners
Winning top 12

THE GATE

INDESEM 2011 
COMPETITION ENTRY

Vladimír OndejčíkPORTFOLIO    



After the successful design of Agadir Science 
Center based on material systems, research 
continued into upscaling prototypes to 1:1 scale.

TheThe final pavilion-like prototype is a 10 times 
upscaled version of the developed system. All 
components are CNC milled, tagged and then 
assembled within a few hours. The prototype 
consists of 16 similar components, made of 2 and 
3 mm triplex. Material and connections were 
tested beforehand for best performance.
AA special M-joint system was developed to place 
fabric between the components.

Tutors:   M. Verde, eng, MArch
Year:   2010/2011
Type:   academic project
Team:   F. Garofallo, A. Bodanzky
Highlights: material systems development
    published [Hyperbody, 2012]

PROTOTYPE 1:1
PERFORMATIVE PROLIFERATIONS 2

Vladimír OndejčíkVladimír Ondejčík
PERFORMATIVE PROLIFERATIONS 2
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DETAIL

CONNECTIONS DETAILING

ASSEMBLY SESSION

COMPONENT UPSCALE

BUILDING MODEL

MODEL 1:10

FOLDED COMPONENTS



The Agadir project  is emerging from behaviour of material 
systems. The system is based on multiple phenotype 
proliferations based on very simple rules. The proliferation 
is not limited only to creating surfaces. The simple 
branching rules were added to create complex and 
unlimited variations of generated space.

AgadirAgadir Science Center is located in the heart of Agadir 
national park in Algher, Africa. The main purpose of the 
project is to study climate changes, global warming as well 
as to look for possible usage of solar energy. Border 
conditions for the project are extreme. Heat, all year long 
direct sunlight and sand create big challenges. The project 
of Agadir Science Center is using all advantages of the 
developeddeveloped system. Spacial articulation was created by a 
self-organizing system and following behavior of each set 
of components to create a usable space with a controlled 
climate. Sun protection is directly controlled by properties 
of the system and based on a parametrically grown shield 
with curvature and exposure of space as parameters. 

Structure and illumination of interior spaces are also 
formed by parametric behavior of the system. Spatial 
articulation creates several volumes, which are resistant to 
sand and strong wind. 

Tutors:   M. Verde, eng, MArch
Year:   2010/2011
Type:   academic project
Team:   F. Garofallo, A. Bodanzky
Highlights: material systems developement

AGADIR RESEACH CENTER
PERFORMATIVE PROLIFERATIONS 2

Vladimír OndejčíkVladimír Ondejčík
PERFORMATIVE PROLIFERATIONS 2
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ASSEMBLY FINAL MODEL

TESTING PERFORMANCE OF THE SYSTEM

EVOLUTION OF ONE COMPONENT



Physical studies of systems based on natural 
morphogenesis and emergence with final target to obtain 
proliferated universal multi-compenential building system 
that is capable of spatial changes in real time.

Tutors:   M. Verde, eng, MArch
Year:   2010/2011
Type:   academic project
Team:   F. Garofallo, A. Bodanzky
Highlights: material systems developement

PERFORMATIVE PROLIFERATIONS 1
Vladimír OndejčíkPORTFOLIO    

PHYSICAL AND DIGITAL STUDIES OF THE SYSTEM

FINAL MODEL

DYNAMIC PROTOTYPE



Tutors:   Jordi Truco, Marco Verde
Year:   2009/2010
Type:   Academic project
Team:  Alice Bodanzky, Begona Gasso, Carlos Castro
    Federica Garofalo, Vladimir Ondejcik
Highlights: Plaster composite

BIG SCALE PROTOTYPING
Vladimír Ondejčík

1. System development

3. Fabrication process - creating and applying plaster composite on the mould

4. Mould 5. CNC milling 6. Assembling pieces

2. Positioning of the pieces in the stock

PORTFOLIO    



SUSTAINABLE FEATURES

The project is situated in Bratislava, Slovakia, 
which is well accessible for car traffic as well as for 
pedestrians. The project is a multi-use building with 
two main features,  the tennis club and restaurant. 
Assessment of the project includes location, main 
rooms, spaces and maximum volume of the 
project. The philosophy of the project is inspired by 
a a tennis game. Main lines of the building are 
following the trajectory of a tennis ball during a 
game. By changes in initial parameters is created 
the whole mass of the building. The project also 
considers sustainability principles. Double-skin 
facades are cooled by cold air from garages and 
heated by waste heat from the kitchen. The green 
roofroof is carried by a wooden hall construction, which 
also frees up the inner space from load bearing 
walls. The roof also catches rain water, which is 
later used for toilet flushing. The project has two 
stories over the ground and one under. On the first 
floor  spaces are located for a restaurant and lobby 
for the tennis club. On the second floor  a cafe is 
located.located. VIP areas of the tennis club are located in 
a separate mass. Located in the underground floor 
are parking garages, technical rooms for the whole 
building  as well as storage rooms for the 
restaurant. The green roof is partly accessible and 
can be used by visitors as a stand for watching 
tennis games at nearby courts. The project fulfills 
thethe assignment in all points and is giving a new 
point of view to the topic. 

BOUNCE

AIR TURBULATIONS

PHYSICAL PARAMETERS

APPLICATION OF  PARAMETERS

plan

Leading teacher: Ing. arch. Yakoub Meziani
Year: 2009/2010
Type: academic project - final work for Bc. diploma
Highlights: A grade project

TENNIS CLUB WITH RESTAURANT
Vladimír Ondejčík
FA STU, BratislavaPORTFOLIO    



Leading teacher: Ing. arch. Yakoub Meziani
Year: 2009/2010
Type: academic project - final project for Bc. diploma
Highlights: A grade project

TENNIS CLUB WITH RESTAURANT

The drawings of the tennis 
club were made in three 
stages. The first part 
included drawings in scale 
1:200 and  details of the first 
part of architectural design.   
In this stage  the design of 
projectproject was also made. In 
the second stage drawings 
were in scale 1:100. The 
detail of the drawings was 
corresponding to the 
planning permission stage, 
in whole range of drawings, 
whichwhich included  master plan, 
all floor plans, two sections, 
roof, all elevations and foun-
dations. The last stage 
consists of a part of the floor 
plan and section made in 
scale 1:50 and technical 
details up to scale 1:2.

PORTFOLIOVladimír Ondejčík

Section A-A M 1:200

Plan M 1:200

Master Plan



Leading teacher: Ing. arch. Yakoub Meziani
Year: 2009/2010
Type: academic project - final project for Bc. diploma
Highlights: A grade project

TENNIS CLUB WITH RESTAURANT
PORTFOLIOVladimír Ondejčík

Model

Floor plan 1:50

Section A-A 1:100



renders

ground plan

upper plan

Villa Taby is project located in area of 
Stockholm’s suburb Taby, and it included 
redesigning original proposal considering client’s 
new requirements. Location of project is really 
good and the parcel include top of local hill with 
great views around surroundings.  The shape of 
the project is formed by its landscaping to the 
naturenature containing two blocks of main mass. 
Wooden construction and using base of original 
house are reducing cost on minimum. Villa has 2 
stories. On bottom floor are localized garage and 
kitchen dining room, accessories rooms and a 
guest room and on the top floor are bedrooms 
and big living room with space full terrace. The 
projectproject was also includes 3 floor villa variation 
where the bridge connects top floor with top of 
the hill, creating great use of gardens landscape.

Office, consultations:   forma architecture & design, Stockholm
Year: 2009
Position in project: designer, drafter
Type: Redesining project of villa in Sweden by new client‘s 
requirements, in variations.

Vladimír Ondejčík
VILLA TABY
PORTFOLIO    



visualisation

INTENTION TO SITE : Combine hard surrounding
edges with smooth contour lines allowing a project in
question to fulfill the brief whilst extending the natural
environment with the design of technological project to
link East (national forest) with KTH to West (Albano
Project), whilst also offering a micro-climate for the site
in Situ.in Situ.

Leading teacher: Daniel Norell, Urlika Karlsson, Marcelyn Gow
Team members: Leighton Peach
Year: 2009/2010
Type: academic project
Highlights: 3d printed models

Performative design studio: App. 4
Connecting tissue for an academic environment

Vladimír Ondejčík
FA, KTH, Stockholm, SwedenPORTFOLIO    



3D PRINTED MODEL - DETAIL 13D PRINTED MODEL - DETAIL 2

3D PRINTED MODEL - SECTION

SECTION A-A

PLAN

RENDERS

Leading teacher: Daniel Norell, Urlika Karlsson, Marcelyn Gow
Team members: Leighton Peach
Year: 2009/2010
Type: academic project
Highlights: 3d pprinted models

Performative design studio: App. 4
Connecting tissue for an academic enviroment

Vladimír Ondejčík
FA, KTH, Stockholm, SwedenPORTFOLIO    



LASER CUTTED MODEL

Project was created during my exchange studies in 
Stockholm and was clovelsy related to the study trip in Turkey 
researching an extreme porous cavity architecture, and 
architecture of interiors, based on a subtractive process of 
taking away material to construct spaces. Intense research 
into production of cavities and excavated space was then 
developped in Maya with focus on compounds, contours and 
colloids.colloids.

Leading teacher: Daniel Norell, Urlika Karlsson, Marcelyn Gow
Team members: Leighton Peach, Alexandre Cura
Year: 2009/2010
Type: academic project
Highlights: Laser cuted model

Performative design studio: App. 3
Vladimír Ondejčík
FA, KTH, Stockholm, SwedenPORTFOLIO    

1. COMPOUND - Combination of two or more elements formed by
heterogeneous elements that coalesce into more cohesive wholes,
an arrangement of a number interpreting geometry

3. CONTOUR - a mixture in which one substance is dispersed 
evenly throughout another, suspended in the mixture.

2. COLLOID - A mixture in which one substance is dispersed
evenly throughout another, suspended in a mixture.



SUN STUDIESDEVELOPMENTS

The project was created during exchange studies in KTH, 
Stockholm. The goal was to design a climatic envelope for je-
lling stones in Denmark.
UNESCO World Heritage Site, comprising of two Rhunic 
Stones, two adjacent burial mounds and a church. To design 
a climatic enclosure for the Rhunic Stones.

An integral part of development within this project was to 
understand where to open up the surface, so that a meaning 
would be given to the facade from the exterior but also allow 
controlled amounts of light into the shelter to compliment the 
stones.

Leading teacher: Daniel Norell, Urlika Karlsson, Marcelyn Gow
Team members: Leighton Peach
Year: 2009/2010
Type: academic project
Highlights: 3d printed model, light studies

Performative design studio: App. 2
Jelling envelope - final version

Vladimír Ondejčík
FA, KTH, Stockholm, SwedenPORTFOLIO    



LASERCUT MODE;L - STUDY 3D PRINTED MODEL - FINAL

3D PRINTED MODEL - SECTION

SECTION A-A

SECTION B-B

MASTER PLAN

Leading teacher: Daniel Norell, Urlika Karlsson, Marcelyn Gow
Team members: Leighton Peach
Year: 2009/2010
Type: academic project
Highlights: 3d printed models

Performative design studio: App. 2
Jelling envelope - final version

Vladimír Ondejčík
FA, KTH, Stockholm, SwedenPORTFOLIO    



VARIANT 4 

VARIANT 3

VARIANT 2

VARIANT 1

PERSPECTIVE

Working in Maya, students teams will begin by creating a series of 
compound surfaces. For the purpose of this exercise, a compound 
surface will be defined as a connective tissue that smoothes several 
geometric primitives into continuity. Polygonal spheres, cubes, 
cones, cylinders, etc, are all examples of primitives that may be used 
as starting points. Primitives should be scaled and arranged so that 
clearly defined proportional relationships are achieved. Means of 
bridging, extruding and subdividing will be used in order to create a bridging, extruding and subdividing will be used in order to create a 
connective tissue of polygons between these primitives. When con-
verted into a subdivision surface, this tissue should form a compound 
surface which negotiates the constituent geometries. 

One of the design challenges will be controlling the degree to which 
contours of the primitives are registered or absorbed. Particular 
attention should be given to the design of the regions bridging be-
tween primitives. Far from being an automatic process, these regions 
will have to be designed and reconstructed in order to achieve conti-
nuity and a desired effect. (from studio booklet) 

Leading teacher: Daniel Norell, Urlika Karlsson, Marcelyn Gow
Team members: Leighton Peach, Nikola Petkovic
Year: 2009/2010
Type: academic project

Performative design studio: App. 1
Vladimír Ondejčík
FA, KTH, Stockholm, SwedenPORTFOLIO    



vizualisations

VARIANT 3A

VARIANT 2E

VARIANT 1H

plan

This project was completed as a study for development 
and master plan change of an old farm area.  
Project should consist of thee variant which slightly differ 
of usage of current standing buildings and tennis courts. 
ProjectProject was mostly solved as a master plan with first vi-
sualizations. Area with houses for rent and sale differs in 
free space usage to small private gardens. Variant no. 
one is preserving current office building turning it into 
hostel and preserving tennis courts. Second variant re-
moves tennis court maximalizing space for house sale 
and third variant is preserving tennis court and add 
brand new apartment house for maximizing comfort of 
customers.

Client: DOPRASTAV DEVELOPMENT a.s.

Team members: Jaroslav Lecký
Year: 2009
Position in project: designer, manager of project
Type: Study for change of  urban master plan

Vladimír Ondejčík
Recreation area in Vrutky, Slovakia
PORTFOLIO    
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vizualisationsDESIGN OF THE SHELF

PLAN

PLAN, FRONT VIEW

This project was solved as an academic 
project in 6th term. The assignement 
was to redesign an old flat from the 70‘s 
into contemporary style. The project is 
introducing more rooms according to the 
same or even better comfort and usabili-
ty. The idea of a new room layout was to 
keep budget as low as possible.  Living keep budget as low as possible.  Living 
room and kitchen are after changes 
combined but divided by a thin glass 
wall. The furniture was picked carefully 
in warm  shades.  The design is based 
on chamfer cube shape, which is repea-
ted all around space.

Part of the assignment was also to 
design a furniture piece, the narrow 
shelf is also based on chamfered cube 
shape and matches  interior in design 
and color. It is perfect to place in narrow 
corridors and spaces where  there is a 
lack of room. The main purpose is to 
keep casual objects and plants to bring keep casual objects and plants to bring 
to the interior a homy feeling by showing 
the owner‘s favourite objects.

Leading teacher: Ing. arch. Mária Piričová
Year: 2008/2009
Type: academic project

Vladimír Ondejčík
CUBE INTERIOR



vizualisations

section A-A

plan

Restoration of St. Elisabeth Church in Lehnice town is an academic 
project completing under supervising of history and historic 
monuments preservations department of Faculty of Architecture of 
STU in Bratislava. Church is located in a centre of small town called 
Lehnice in south west Slovakia.  Project consist restoration of main 
part of church except roof, which has been recently repaired. Interior 
and exterior of church is bad conditions with lot of uncontrolled 
changedchanged which are destroying feeling of the place. Project is 
removing those touches and puts church back into his original style. 
All projects are based on modern principles of restoration of 
historical monuments. In church is designed new mobiliar including 
seats and lamps, which corresponds to new design of church, new 
urban plan and new chapel. In the floor of church is used totally new 
element. These are glass plates put in floor with picture from bible. 
GlassGlass panel is put also over old tomb in the middle of the church. . 
Project was successfully presented in front of local government of 
Lehnice town and rated by A grade.

Leading teacher: doc. Ing. arch. Jara Lalkova, PhD
Team members: Marek Lohinský
Year: 2008/2009
Type: academic project
Highlights: A grade project

Vladimír Ondejčík
Restoration of St. Elisabeth Church in Lehnice town

Faculty of Architecture, STU, BratislavaPORTFOLIO    



Leading teacher: doc. Ing. arch. Jara Lalkova, PhD
Team members: Marek Lohinský
Year: 2008/2009
Type: academic project
Highlights: A grade project

Restoration of St. Elisabeth Church in Lehnice town
PORTFOLIOVladimír Ondejčík

Plan

Section

Section

Localisation



visualizations

Restoration of the historic centre of Lehnice town is an academic 
project completed under supervision of  the Historic Monuments 
Preservations Department of the Faculty of Architecture of STU in 
Bratislava. This part of the project consists of urban restoration of 
the main square and surrounding areas. The idea of the project is 
to introduce greenery, human elements and resting places in 
today‘s destroyed town centre.  

LehniceLehnice itself is a small town located in south-west Slovakia. 
Lehnice has specific features which are quite unique for its‘ region, 
for example a rare shape of the square. The main idea of the 
design has roots in the square‘s originality and in history of the 
town. The proposed design is full of green areas and natural 
materials, which underlines the character of the small town centre. 
The design corresponds with proposed chapel and church 
restoration.restoration. The project was successfully presented in front of the 
local government of Lehnice town and rated with A grade.

Leading teacher: doc. Ing. arch. Jara Lalkova, PhD
Team member: Marek Lohinský
Year: 2008/2009
Type: academic project
Highlights: A grade project

Restoration of the historic centre of Lehnice 
Vladimír Ondejčík
FA STU, BratislavaPORTFOLIO    



Leading teacher: doc. Ing. arch. Jara Lalkova, PhD
Team member: Marek Lohinský
Year: 2008/2009
Type: academic project
Highlights: A grade project

Restoration of the historic centre of Lehnice town
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The chapel for Lehnice town in an academic project lead by 
the Historic Monuments Preservation Department of the Fa-
culty of Architecture in Bratislava. The chapel itself is part of 
a complex preservation project of Lehnice. The chapel is lo-
cated in an old castello garden, which is now in use for el-
derly people. The chapel should offer temporarily seating as 
well as a place for stay, rest and pray. Because of castello 
and historic value of the garden, the chapel is planned to 
touch the garden as little as possible. Contemporary princi-
ples were used to plan the chapel design and inspiration 
was taken from historic Christian churches and cathedrals 
in Slovakia. Structure itself forms a half-closed space which 
offers protection from rain, sun, heat and partly wind. The 
chapel is accessible for disabled people by a ramp, located 
at the back. The ramp crosses a water area, where old 
runes of Slovak people are placed. This refers back to times 
of glory and Christianity.
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plan

Leading teacher: doc. Ing. arch. Jara Lalkova, PhD
Team member: Marek Lohinský
Year: 2008/2009
Type: academic project
Highlights: A grade project
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Leading teacher: doc. Ing. arch. Jara Lalkova, PhD
Team member: Marek Lohinský
Year: 2008/2009
Type: academic project
Highlights: A grade project

CHAPEL   FOR   LEHNICE  TOWN
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Proposal for a house in Slovensky Grob was done for the 
architectural office Les Associés.  Architectural study was 
made as supplement to the set of houses, which are 
currently built on the outskirts of Slovensky Grob. The project 
had to comply with the existing family houses projects, which 
significantly reduced possible form.

The assignement limited area to 65 m2 and was proposed The assignement limited area to 65 m2 and was proposed 
for indefinite parcel in the area.

The project is characterized by simple and transparent dis-
position with minimum of communication areas. Across the 
bottom floor plan is the large living room associated with kit-
chen. The comfort provided by the glazed wall towards 
garden and by own bathroom in the bedroom of parents. 

Disposition allows wide orientation to the world sides, which 
helps localisaton in the undefined urban concept.

Client, consultations: les asociés, s.r.o.

Year: 2008
Position in project: designer, drafter
Type: Study for family house based on similar houses in      
developer project

Vladimír Ondejčík
FAMILY HOUSE, Slovensky grob
PORTFOLIO    
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Leading teacher: doc. Ing. arch. J. Ilkovič, PhD
YYear: 2008/2009
Type: academic project
Highlights: A grade project, 
    Project was presented in front of the  council
     of the research project VEGA

The inspiration of this project was found in the two former bridges on the location. 
The vision was to use the same material base as the previous bridges, but give it a 
brand new design. Inspired by the old, but with a completely new look. 
InnovativeInnovative design is used for preservation of the historical elements. The pylons of 
the former bridge do not have a load bearing function anymore. Further, the three 
pylons, which are located in Danube, received a new function in form of historical 
galleries. The galleries, which are presenting the three bridges, are only reachable 
from the west walk-way. They present one bridge each,  the oldest bridge of Franz 
Joseph is presented in the gallery closest to the old town, the  Old bridge in the 
middle and the new bridge design is presented in the gallery next to the new quarter 
ofof the Bratislava. The construction is made on a steel base and is divided into two 
separate bridge decks. Both decks are cable-stayed on 6 cables kept  
asymmetrically. These cables have a unique arrangement, crossing over the pylons. 
This gives stiffness, strength and stability to the whole structure. 
The whole bridge is designed to be a local dominant, but to be an accenting 
element on Bratislava‘s skyline. Its highest part is at the same height as the 
highest point of the Old bridge, but it offers two additional meters to the ship 
corridor, which is a requirement of the Danube committee.

FORMER BRIDGE STUDY

PROPOSAL SKETCH

NEW-OLD BRIDGE, BRATISLAVANEW-OLD BRIDGE, BRATISLAVA
Vladimír Ondejčík
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Leading teacher: doc. Ing. arch. J. Ilkovič, PhD
YYear: 2008/2009
Type: academic project
Highlights: A grade project, 
    The project was presented in front
    of the research project VEGA
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Eye-catcher before info-energy center was an examination work for Atelier III.
The proposal is inspired by the design of SKYLON system. Abstract word Energy is 
shown by unique force dispersion in the construction.The center of eye-catcher is han-
ging one meter over the ground giving it special impression.
The south side glass panels are mounted with photovoltaic cells that deliver electricity to 
the back lighted inscriptions. The other two sides are identical in design but photovoltaic 
cells are just dumb. Extraordinary design and green energy makes project very attractive, 
and that is a purpose of all eye-catchers.

Year: 2007/2008
Type: academic project, examination work
Highlights: A grade project

EYE-CATCHER IN FRONT OF INFO-ENERGY CENTER
Vladimír Ondejčík
Faculty of Architecture, STU BAPORTFOLIO    



The railway station is located in Bratislava-Lamac at the border of the urban areas 
Dubravka and Lamac. The project provides rail transport for both urban areas. 
The main functional element is a dome shaped central hall, composed of  steel 
lattice beams that can particularly be seen from the inside. However, the beams 
are also a noticeable element on the outside.
TheThe structure is formed as a set of semi-circular beams pointing to one point, 
connected by steel ropes. The system allows pillars free space at the same time  
as it invokes a dynamic feeling to the entrance, inspired by fast trains.
The rest of the structure of the building is also steel, mostly suspended in the 
upper truss. The thermal load is reduced by a gallery with plants growing in a 
vertical direction. Another interesting element is an open glass façade in front of 
technical rooms, backlighted at night. 
TheThe station master plan is solved very simple for an easy orientation with regard 
to passenger‘s comfort and accessible for disabled people. Platforms are located 
on the 2nd floor with the passage beneath, creating short and comfortable access 
to all platforms.
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Leading teacher: Ing. arch. Dušan Ferianc
Year: 2007/2008
Type: academic project

RAILWAY STATION - LAMAC
Vladimír Ondejčík
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Library Project - a small library was established as part of an examination on civil engineering classes. 
Project was located in an unknown location. I tried to design the project with a touch of extravagance. Li-
brary building is designed as a local district dominant, respectively of a small town dominant. High em-
phasis was placed on the functional site of the building, which was also specified in examination appo-
intment. Despite the standard schemes, the main area is solved with the central circular disposition, 
which in my view, brings the space at a higher level.

Year: 2007/2008
Type: academic project, part of examination

SMALL LIBRARY
Vladimír Ondejčík
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